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Two contrastive classroom practices: 
Brunei Darussalam

• Medium of instruction: cognitive and linguistic
development in communication

• Linking the interactional order of the classroom with
the wider social and symbolic order and

• the interface with the field of language-in-education
policy, i.e. policy from above and below.



Policing English: One-language-only policy

• how a teacher in an English class limits the
learners’ participation and learning opportunities.



45. T: ...very modern.. up-to-date..now okay^ so this is a good 

example of how they have shown the HISTORY of something in a 

logical time frame..alright.on the board I’ve put some of the words 

that might be confusing the first line – sorry the SECOND line of the 

first paragraph..it says travel today has turn COUNTRIES into a 

series of villages.. now this is something you should understand 

with(    )of the passage..what do they mean by a series of villages^ 

SS: {silence}

T:  what’s a VILLAGE^ 

SS: {some mumbling} 

T: what is a village^ 

S1:(     ) <M> kampung (     ) {village} {laughs}

LL :  {laughter}

CT:  <E> umm in English please this is not a Malay lesson 

S2:people live 

T: RIGHT where many people live okay..and in olden days …



I know that preserving a culture such as one so

ingrained like MIB will demand that Malay be

given uppermost hand, but it will not do to

create hybrid of languages or dialects. The

originality then will disappear and students will

not have the opportunity to use either language

to its fullest. Code-switching although

inevitable, should be discouraged from schools

especially with language teachers and bilingual

L2 based subject teachers.



Some officers from the MoE highly

discouraged the use of code-switching in

the classroom. This is usually

emphasised when teachers attend

seminars or conferences. …Teachers are

not to be lenient to students by giving

them the benefit of Malay words instead

of English.



T: <E> They are..thought to be descendants 

from wolf, a wolf-like creature like 

25 tomarctus. Roam <M> apalagi nya {what 

else} <E> what did it say with roam^

SS: <E> Roam

T: What’s...the meaning of “roam”...

S?: (   )

30 T: <M> Nooo

S?: <M> Apakan^ {What ^}

S?: <M>...Apakan^ {What ^}

T: <E> Roam, what does “roam” means



35 S?: Rarrrr...

T: <E> No that’s “Roa..red”

S?: <E> “Roam around” <M> bah... {It’s “roam around” }

T1: <E> Roaming bah... It’s roaming…

S?: <M> Ah…chatu bah... {Aaa like that...}

40 T: <M>...mcm kalau telipun..... {it’s like if a phone} <E> it 

would, you know, roaming, right^

S?: <E> “Roaming” <M> kah ^ {Do you mean “roaming”^}

S?:  Mm

S?: <M> Ah...bulih... {Aaa...is that so...}

45 S?: <E> Buleh kan tu ^ {Can it so ^}

T: <M> ...kalau binatang ... {if animals}  <E> they roam around^  

<M> Macam bejalan-jalan. {Like going around} <E> You know^



Some officers from the MoE highly discourage the use

of code-switching in the classroom. This is usually

emphasised when teachers attend seminars or

conferences. The teachers are to use English and only

resort to Malay in extreme cases. Teachers are not to

be lenient to students by giving them the benefit of

Malay words instead of English. However, in some

cases, teachers have no choice but to use Malay. This

is especially important when dealing with students

who are well below average. From personal

experience, these students, called level 2 students,

have very limited English proficiency and teachers

have to explain in Malay 70% of the time.



Code-switching helps to maintain a

continuous flow of students’ responses.

By switching to the students’ mother

tongue, the interest of the students is

raised and their participation increased.

This is a positive development because

students learn better if they are

interested in what they are doing.



In my opinion, code-switching is

necessary in English classrooms

particularly an ESL classroom. This is

due to the fact that to a certain extent, it

helps learners to learn in terms of the

explanations given to unfamiliar ideas

in the L2.



Students in Brunei are used to hearing many

languages being spoken together. Code-

switching is part of daily conversation in life

outside the school. It is something that

students are so used to and in fact is part of

the culture. My point is that, teachers should

look at this as one of the teaching resources

which will facilitate learning. Nothing is lost.

Good rapport can be built because students

feel like they are playing a house game,

something which they are so familiar with.



CLIL CONCEPTUALISATION

ORIGIN

RECONCEPTUALISATION OF LANGUAGE

THE 4 Cs FRAMEWORK

EVOLUTION OF THE CONCEPT

A ‘LANGUAGE AWARE’ LEARNING SCENARIO



ORIGIN OF CLIL (Coyle et al, 2010; Mehisto et al., 2008)

• Europe in 1994

• Response to globalization

• Trends and concepts trace back through the centuries



How do we define CLIL?

• Teaching of content AND language in an additional

language (Coyle, Hood, & Marsh; 2010; Mehisto,

Marsh, & Frigols, 2008)

• Learning in a foreign language “while favoring L1

development” (Mehisto et al., p. 9)

• Coyle : “Additional language” is often a foreign

language, but may be a second or heritage

language (e.g. Kazakh)



1) CONTENT

Content-driven, but make sure students have knowledge of
forms to understand content (e.g. past tense, hypotheticals)

The 4 Cs (Coyle et al., Mehisto et al)



 2) COMMUNICATION

◆ Learning to use language, using 

language to learn

◆ Not just vocabulary, but functions and 

genres

◆ Taking content input to produce 

output (speaking and writing)

The 4 Cs (Coyle et al., Mehisto et al.)



3) COGNITION

➢ Higher-order Thinking

➢ perceiving, recognizing, judging, 

reasoning, conceiving, imagining

➢ Activating prior knowledge 

(Karabassova, 2018)

➢ What other words or phrases might 

you add to this list?

The 4 Cs (Coyle et al., Mehisto et al.)



4) CULTURE (COMMUNITY)

➢ “learning about otherness can help us
understand ourselves” (Byram, 1997, as
cited in Coyle, Hood & Marsh, 2010)

➢ Not just nationality, but any
community

The 4 Cs (Coyle et al., Mehisto et al.)



5) COMPETENCE

● “Can do” statements

● Learning outcomes for content and language (see 

also Massler, Stotz & Queisser, 2014):

● See http://languages.dk/clil4u/index.html

The 5th C (Montalto, Walter, Theodorou, Chrysanthou)

http://languages.dk/clil4u/index.html


CLIL TODAY: PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE



CLIL opens new horizons for languages across the curriculum,
integrating different learning styles in a brand new space
brought about by the multilingual digital era we are living in. This
is why talking about CLIL at the moment is not only talking about
connecting languages across the curriculum, but also about
designing context-based and customised integrated curricula
and classroom plans, about facing mixed-ability groups, dealing
with interculturality, providing new answers to teacher training
needs, working upon key competencies, integrating web 2.0 and
3.0, elaborating materials, and creating school networks.
(San Isidro, 2009)



• There are lots of commonalities or assumptions that make CLIL
identifiable as a set of educational practices in the different contexts of
the European continent (San Isidro, 2018)

• A recent report by the European Commission (2018) advocates that
schools need to be ‘language aware’.

• Language as a cognitive learning instrument as well as a pluriliteracy-
development communication tool has become a hot topic in the research
literature (Morton, 2018; Coyle, 2015; Meyer et al., 2015).

• Linking learning to literacy development has influenced the ways of
reconceptualising CLIL scenarios or ecosystems and the ways learners
access, practise and develop their linguistic skills (Otto & San Isidro,
forthcoming)
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PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: INTEGRATION





PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: BLOOM’S TAXONOMY



PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: BARRETT’S TAXONOMY











San Isidro & Lasagabaster (in press)



PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: THE CLIL PYRAMID

Meyer, 2010



PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: TBL and PBL



PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: TBL and PBL



PEDAGOGY AND PRACTICE: TBL and PBL
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